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Introduction

Carabiner Innovation

DMM has proudly manufactured climbing hardware
in North Wales since 1981. Over that time we have
established a reputation for innovation and producing
premium quality equipment. The high standards of quality
control maintained throughout the process of taking the
raw material to finished product, including testing and
inspection, are reflected in the fact that each and every
day, thousands of people around the globe rely on DMM
products to safeguard their lives.

Mick Lovatt has been working with DMM field-testing new products for over 25 years and climbing for even longer,
so he knows first-hand a thing or two about the evolution of carabiners. His first ascents include Climb of the
Century (8b) and Energy Vampire (8a+) at Malham, the Kilnsey classic, Biological Need (7c), and Meltdown (E7 6b) in
the Lakes.
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Not of an age to recall such early exploits but I can remember the
shift from the use of steel carabiners to that of aluminium. Starting
out in the mid 70’s at age 15 my kit consisted of a borrowed 70ft
hawser-laid rope, a handful of steel krabs and a collection of drilled
out industrial nuts hanging on hawser slings for protection. No
harness, no rock shoes, no car and obviously no sense!
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He was one of the few climbers that actually made wearing lycra look cool in the eighties; probably part of the
reason why he is a.k.a The Perfect Man. Mick featured in the era-defining book about top-level climbing in Britain,
The Power of Climbing, and still cranks it out on French grade 8 sport routes.
In the beginning there was hemp rope, hob nailed boots and lots of
bottle! Protection was meagre and most likely would have consisted
of thin hawser-laid slings and a pocket full of pebbles.

No doubt steel was strong, durable and seemed infallible but in a
climbing situation it was too heavy and unwieldy.
The engineering industry was trying to respond to the needs of this
minority pastime and many new carabiners emerged. Designed from
aluminium some were very thick for strength and durability, whilst the
lighter ones were hollow with little resistance to abrasion. Commonly
used carabiners all had drawbacks such as weight, strength and
handling capabilities in use.
One of the first universally desirable biners to emerge in the UK,
fabricated from aluminium, was the Clog 2100. However, by the
mid-eighties modern protection methods were rapidly changing,
bolt protection was becoming acceptable in some areas, particularly
in Europe (Verdon/Buoux etc). This pushed equipment design and
development very hard indeed. Long strenuous and exposed routes
were becoming the norm, meaning that a lead climber could carry 20
quickdraws (40 biners) at any one time. Virtually impossible with steel
and a very tough ask with the then current alloy designs.

Hot from the forges in the depths of the Welsh mountains, the
legendary Mamba!
Essentially the Mamba is a very beautiful, very desirable piece of kit.
It was a must for any aspiring sport climber. Technically it was more
akin to an industrial hook or clasp rather than a carabiner due to its
captive webbing sling. The Mamba took the sport climbing world by
storm and was seen as the clip of choice for many years due to its
size, shape wide gate opening and ease of use for desperate clipping
situations! Any climber with their project decked out with a line of
Mambas at LPT, Malham or Raven Tor had really arrived!
However good a product may be it can pretty much always evolve.
The climbing world was turning again, harder on-sights and steeper
routes were more sought after more than ever before. This purity of
style sorts the men out from the boys and the women from the girls.
So lighter, stronger, slicker products have eminated from the design
guru’s at DMM, culminating in the Alpha range of biners: solid or wire
gates, fantastic strength and superb ergonomics. So, when you’re
next miles above your last wire or bolt, all those years of product
development at DMM will give you the confidence to perform at
your best.

The sport was in dire need of design innovation that could be flexible and
adapt quickly to changing user demand, a company that understood
the needs of climbers working with climbers to produce equipment
of the very highest functional quality whilst oozing a desirable quality
among competitors in the retail environment... enter DMM.
Carabiner weight and performance in use was the first consideration
when the Featherlight came off the production line in the mideighties: 2000kg safe working load – a far cry from the impressive
strength of DMM’s carabiners today, wide gate opening, slim nose
profile for bolt clipping, all from an unusually lightweight 9mm bar!
Swift further developments produced the Lightning: small, light,
super-strong and fabricated from the innovative ‘T’ bar aluminium
extrusion. But this was still a traditional carabiner in the strict sense
of the word. Climbing was evolving rapidly, moving from an adventure
pastime into a true sport. Sport climbing had spread across the channel
and taken hold in the UK, the ability to clip protection at high speed in
extreme situations demanded specific innovation from gear manufacturers.

You’ve got to do the route on the guidebook cover.
Chris Igel on the Vang trad classic, Frafaldet
(5c), Bornholm.

The Tru-Klip came first in 1989, offering low profile nose, wide gate
opening (24 mm), high strength, attractively anodised and for the first
time a bent gate which was soon to become the expected norm for
sport climbers across the world. But the best was yet to come.

Mick Lovatt, Churning in the Wake
(5.13a), Smith Rock, 1988.
Photograph Ian Horrocks

Photograph Ray Wood
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Carabiners & Quickdraws Anatomy

Carabiners & Quickdraws
Carabiners are at the heart of our product range and are a fundamental
part of any climber’s rack. DMM’s comprehensive collection is built
on the solid basis of thirty-plus years of working with metal at our
manufacturing base in north Wales. Years that have been spent leading
the way in driving performance and safety ever higher with innovative
design, cutting edge manufacturing technology and a passion for climbing.
These days climbing has many forms from the extremes of red-pointing
hard sport projects and super-light alpine style mountaineering, to
relaxed cragging with mates or laps at the climbing wall.
DMM have produced a range of carabiners to meet the differing
demands of these disciplines - each carabiner and quickdraw in our range
has its own character with a set of advantages and benefits that define
their most appropriate use.

Super-light

All-rounders

In our non-locking carabiner range we’ve grouped them into four
categories to help climbers find the optimum kit for their cause:
> Super-light - Minimal weight and maximal performance for when

every gram counts
> All-rounder - Multi-tasking biners that take sport, trad, winter and 		

alpine in their stride
> Sport – Robust, strong and carefully designed for quick clipping and 		

great handling
> Specialist - Not biners for every situation, these products come into 		

their own for specific applications

Sport

Specialist

Carabiners vary in the gate type used, size and shape. DMM has a wide
range because there are a lot of different disciplines and sometimes
compromise is not acceptable.

Minimal Gate Notch A large gate notch runs the risk of snagging on gear
or loading the biner in a dangerous orientation if it gets hung-up. To avoid
this our biners are either clean nose or have a minimal notch in the nose.

Our sport biners are built to give perfect handling and effortless clipping
whilst being tough enough to take repeated use on unforgiving bolts. At
the other end of the scale is the Chimera – arguably the best lightweight
biner for trad and alpine use on the market – but not suited to hardcore
sports climbing.

Shrouded Nose Many of our carabiners have a shrouded nose to protect
the gate from being accidentally brushed open and loaded in the gate
open position

Wire gate biners are the trad climbers choice, primarily because of the
weight saving, and they also are less prone to icing up in winter. Solid gate
biners are popular with sport climbers as handling and robustness are
more of a priority. A hot forged solid gate has the advantage that it can
be formed into shapes that make rope clipping easier.
A sport climbing quickdraw will typically have a straight gate biner at the
bolt-clipping end and a bent gate at the rope end to make clipping easy.
Steel bolts can inflict a great deal of wear on aluminium biners when
working a sport route or taking repeated falls. Built–up contact points on
sport biners, such as at bolts and rope bearing areas, increases their durability.
The features that help make our carabiners stand out are:
High Gate Open Strength While the EN 12275 standard for gate-open
strength is 7 kN, all our biners are at least 9 kN and the Thor gives the
security of 11 kN. The strength of any biner is compromised when it is
loaded with the gate open, across an edge or away from the back bar.

Chimera

Alpha Light

Phantom

Alpha Trad

Shield

Thor

Alpha Sport

Shadow

Aero

Revolver

Oval Straight Gate

Steep Top Bar A steep top bar on a biner drives any load towards the
apex so that they’re loaded in their strongest orientation; along their
major axis or back bar. Similarly, a deep rope basket and a rope groove
will also help ensure correct loading.
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Mamba

Our wire gates are complex with subtle bends so that they achieve a
constant tension throughout their range of movement DMM use a slightly
higher gate tension than most because this helps the carabiner stay
in the gate closed position – easy clipping comes from a well-designed
precision gate, not a weak spring.
Rope Radius Biners featuring a greater rope bearing radius are kinder to
ropes, reducing wear on them and giving softer impact forces.
Complete Traceability Every carabiner has a unique laser etched serial
number that allows every stage of manufacture to be recorded against it;
from the raw metal bar coming into our factory to final inspection.
Quickdraw Material Dyneema and Nylon are the two materials we use
for quickdraws. Weight for weight Dyneema is stronger than Nylon so is
popular with trad climbers as the tape can be thinner, so more flexible
and lighter. It also absorbs less water than Nylon so is a better choice for
winter use.
For sport climbing where it is common to work routes, wide Nylon tape
that is easy to grab hold of is commonly used. Quickdraws come in a variety
of lengths as longer draws will reduce rope drag on meandering routes.

Our carabiners are engineered so as to
ensure a firm and even gate pressure,
reducing the chance of their strength
being compromised by an open gate.
While the European rating for gateopen strength is 7kN, all our biners are
at least 9kN and the Thor gives the
security of 11kN.

Biners featuring a greater rope bearing
radius are kinder to ropes, reducing
wear on them and giving softer impact
forces.

A steep top bar on a biner drives any
load towards the apex so that they’re
loaded in their strongest orientation;
along their major axis or back-bar.
Similarly, a deep rope basket will also
help ensure correct loading.

At every stage of carabiner
construction sample testing takes place.
Following assembly every biner is laser
etched with a unique serial number for
complete traceability.

Alpha Steel

A large gate notch runs the risk of
snagging on gear or loading the biner
in a dangerous orientation if it gets
hung-up. To avoid this our biners are
either clean nose or have a small notch
in the nose.

Spectre 2

Firm and Even Gate Pressure All of our gates are designed to be as
easy to clip as possible yet resist accidental unclipping. This emphasis
on functionality has resulted in the Alpha Clip bent gate that is on all our
sports biners – effortless to clip and yet really reluctant to unclip even
when back clipped.

XSRE

Dyneema and Nylon are the two materials used
for quickdraws. Weight for weight Dyneema
is stronger than Nylon so is popular with trad
climbers as the tape can be thinner, so more
flexible and lighter. It also absorbs less water
than Nylon so is a better choice for winter use. For sport climbing
where it is common to work routes, wide Nylon tape that is easy to
grab hold of is commonly used. Quickdraws come in a variety of
lengths as longer draws will reduce rope drag on meandering routes.
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A Carabiner for All Seasons
Most climbers would like to own two sets of quickdraws. A rack of
dedicated sport climbing draws plus a set specifically suited for trad
and winter use. But for those not in that fortunate position, we have our
universal carabiner, the Thor.
The Thor has all the advantages of a lighter trad wire gate but is robust
enough to withstand the wear and tear inflicted on a sport biner by
bolts and lots of falls. And being full size it clips easily and handles well in
winter with gloved hands.
Its durability has been achieved by building-up the ‘contact areas’, such
as where it sits on a bolt and the rope bearing area. The increased
internal radius reduces wear on ropes and our sponsored climbers have
noted it also gives a ‘softer catch’, as the less severe bend of the rope lets
it run more smoothly.

Thor
The strength of any carabiner is dramatically reduced if the gate is
open, but the design of the Thor gives you the greatest safety margin
of any wire gate biner, with an 11 kN gate-open rating. A shrouded nose
gives further security by minimising the chances of accidental gate
opening that could occur by it rubbing or pressing against the rock.
As you’ll have come to expect from all our wire gates there is a
constant firm tension throughout its range. Subtle bends in the wire
gate and a scalloped back bar give excellent handling. Thor quickdraws
come in three 11 mm Dyneema lengths with an internal keeper on the
BLT coloured clipping end.

The burly all-rounder that can take anything that you
throw at it; bolts, trad, winter and summer. The clever
design features reduce rope wear and contribute
towards a softer catch. If you want only one biner in
your arsenal, this is it.

features
> 11kN gate open strength for increased safety
> Built up body gives extra margins of safety
if the carabiner is loaded badly
> Large rope bearing radius for decreased
rope wear and softer impact forces
> The perfect companion for the do-it-all 		
climber

Thanks to Hot Forging and I-Beam construction there’s a minimum
weight penalty and at 36 grams but with a wider gate opening, the Thor
is only 3 grams more than our staple everyday non-locker, the Spectre 2.
A steep top and bottom bar directs the load to where you want it,
along the spine/ major axis of the biner - the strongest orientation. A
deep rope basket and locator groove helps ensure the biner doesn’t
‘misbehave’ and this optimum position is maintained.

Strength
Strength
(Major Axis) (Gate open)

weight (per gate
carabiner) opening

28kN

36g

11kN

27mm

Available as
> Single carabiners in Silver and BLT
> Quickdraws: 12, 18 and 25cm on 11mm 		
Dyneema, Trad Pack and Multi-pack

A Carabiner for All Seasons
Chimera New for Spring 2015

Steep top bar

An evolution of our ever popular Phantom, the Chimera is the ultimate in high performance, light weight, clean-nosed
biners. Perfectly suited to trad or alpine adventures where a light rack adds to your chance of success

features
> Designed to for maximum strength with 		
minimum weight
> Easy, snag-free clipping and unclipping
> Light at 28g and yet handles beautifully

Shrouded nose

Rope basket

> Strong 9kN gate open strength

Strength
Strength
(Major Axis) (Gate open)

weight (per gate
carabiner) opening

TBC

28g

TBC

TBC

Available as
> Single carabiners in Silver, BLT, Blue, Green,
Red, Gold, and Purple
> Quickdraws: 12, 18 and 25cm on 8mm 		
Dyneema, Trad Pack and Multi-pack
> Colour packs
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Locking Carabiners

Locking Carabiner Anatomy

A locking biner provides security and peace of mind for uses where it is
critical that the gate remains closed, such as when belaying, abseiling
or at main anchor points.
The locking mechanism helps eliminate the risk of accidental
unclipping as well as preventing the carabiner being loaded in a
situation where the gate has been knocked or pushed open. Any
carabiner would lose around two-thirds of its maximum potential
strength with the gate open.
We build our locking carabiners to resist worst case scenarios where
they are pushed and levered against edges or loaded heavily when
poorly orientated. That means we build our biners far beyond what
the current EN regulations require. A good example of this is the
gate push-in test where the minimum required strength is 1kN – our
testing indicates that this is not high enough so all our barrels are
manufactured from thick gauge 7075-T6 alloy to achieve a minimum
of 5kN and up to 16kN depending on the carabiner and its intended
application.

Rigging

Boa

30kN Boa

Klettersteig

Zodiac

Belay

Belay Master 2

Rhino

Sentinel

Aero HMS

All of our aluminium lockers are hot forged from high quality 7075-T6
alloy, benefit from a clean nose design to prevent snagging and are
fully anodised. Many of them feature our patented Taperlock nose that
gives even greater side-loading strength.
Every carabiner has a unique serial number allowing every item to be
individually traced back to its original date with batch information. They
are all designed to maximise performance without sacrificing safety
and functionality.
In our locker range you’ll find carabiners designed for a specific
purpose and some that are better suited to general use. To help
decide which is the right biner to choose for the job we’ve grouped our
aluminium biners according to their best use, as either: rigging, belay,
personal locker or specialist.

Personal Lockers

Shadow

Phantom

Aero

Specialist

Ultra D

Ultra O

Revolver

Steel Lockers

Steel I-Beam Oval

Steel I-Beam Shadow

Steel I-Beam
Klettersteig

Steel I-Beam Boa

There are three basic shapes to consider, all with distinct features:
Offset D 		(Aero, Shadow, Zodiac, Phantom, Klettersteig),
HMS
(Aero, Rhino, Sentinel, Boa)
Oval
(Ultra O).
To securely close the gate, DMM locking biners have either a screwgate,
Kwiklock, Locksafe, or Durolock (Dual Rotor Lock) locking mechanism.

Shape
Offset D An evolution of the D shape with one arm longer than the other
to maximise strength and gate opening. General workhorse lockers for
personal climbing use and rigging. The strongest shape when loaded
correctly. Their strength is achieved by the shape placing the load close to
the back (major axis) of the carabiner; the Zodiac has an impressive major
axis rating of 32kN. Owing to the strength of offset D’s you can make them
smaller and lighter for personal racks as with the Phantom and Shadow.
HMS Two types: symmetrical & offset (asymmetrical). Plenty of metal
is used in the construction of both types on the rope bearing surfaces
because these areas are subject to constant abrasion by ropes moving
across their surface – this gives both a longer life in heavy-use situations
and more consistent rope flow.
i) Symmetrical Ideal for a pure belay biner. The bar at the top of a
traditional symmetrical HMS biner is perfectly round. This consistent
circular cross-section makes it ideal for belaying as it gives smooth
rope handling when taking-in or paying out as well as improved wear
resistance. If using double ropes the symmetrical shape directs the
ropes into the centre of the biner so they run freely without rubbing
against each other and being constricted in the corner of the biner
with the potential to jam: as would be the case with an offset D. Its
large working area also makes it useful as a centralised rigging point.
The internal base of the biner is flattened out to help seat it on the
belay loop. As with traditional HMS biners they’re ideal for Italian
Hitches.
ii) The Offset combines the advantages of an HMS with an offset D
to give a stronger HMS. An excellent all-rounder for rigging purposes
and can be used for belaying with standard devices. They have a large
internal volume but with I-Beam construction keeping the weight kept
down. Perfect for connecting anchor points together at a single point
and multiple clove hitches – think Boa and Sentinel.
Oval An all-rounder that doesn’t hang-up so isn’t prone to cross loading.
Our Ovals have a very good strength/weight ratio: compare our Ultra O’s
minor axis strength with other oval biners and all with no weight penalty.
Designed to work with our pulleys allowing them to sit correctly loaded
ensuring the strongest stable configuration - de rigeur to have on your
harness for glacier travel and crevasse rescue. Comfortable to hold when
using aiders and they make a nice handle used with a prusik.
Our Ultra-D biner is halfway in shape between an oval and an offset D. A
better all-rounder with a bigger gate opening than the Ultra O; it does a lot
of things very well. A cross-over from the industrial market its generous
sizing and easy handling makes it a good choice for winter use.
The Locking Revolver also sits in the specialist category and is a DMM
innovation. The Revolver’s internal pulley reduces rope drag and is useful
for crevasse rescue and light hauling.

Steel 10mm Equal D
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We also have a range of steel carabiners offering high strength and
durability. Widely used for rope access work they’re also popular with
outdoor centres for group use. Bringing I-Beam construction to our steels
has reduced the weight without compromising on strength.

Offset D

HMS

Oval

(Zodiac)

(Aero HMS)

(Ultra O)

Gates

screwgate

KWiklock

locksafe

Durolock

Screwgates are the most popular locking mechanism for climbers.
They have a threaded barrel/sleeve that is rotated to lock the gate.
Used for belaying, critical runners and at anchors, they’re secure
and unlikely to come undone once screwed shut. But of course you
have to remember to do them up in the first place. Compared to
other gate options screwgate biners are lighter and have a wider
gate opening.
For extra security an anti-vibe (anti-vibration) screwgate is
available with some carabiners. Originally developed for systems
on helicopters, they also offer added assurance where attachment
points may not be easily accessible and for bottom roping.
Kwiklocks have the advantage of locking automatically when the
gate is released and can be opened with a two-way action. However,
Kwiklocks can be susceptible to ‘roll-out’: if the gate rubs against the
rock or a rope runs across the barrel, pressing on the gate, there is
the possibility of accidental opening.
For this reason, if used with a tube device for belaying, it’s even
more important to ensure that the ropes remain at the apex of the
biner and the cross loading orientation avoided.
This isn’t such an issue where a Kwiklock biner, ideally a Rhino, is
used for belaying with locking assisted device. Both screwgates and
Kwiklocks can easily be done up one handed.
Locksafe biners are also auto-locking but with a three-way action
making them more secure than a Kwiklock. To open the gate
you have to pull the barrel up, twist and then push. It is far less
susceptible to roll-out than a Kwiklock and in arborism has been
adopted as best practice.
Durolocks have an ingenious auto-locking gate with a four-way
action that minimises the chances of accidental gate opening. The
anti-roll out design gives extra security when used in close proximity
to moving ropes and they are well-suited to complex rigging
applications.
Our Locksafes and Kwiklocks are also available with ANSI
(American National Standards Institute standard) compliant gates.
Biners with ANSI gates are intended for industrial use where the
gate may be subject to forces outside of recommended use such
as cross loading. Any ANSI gate must meet the minimum ‘all round’
gate strength standard of 16kN: that is minor axis, push-in and sideload tests.
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Dan McManus’ view back down the 5.12a pitch that leads through
the roofs to the base of the Salathé headwall.
Dan said: “It’s an outrageous pitch and the most exposed on the route.”

Dan McManus and myself arrived in Yosemite on the 4th of May.
This time of year it’s less popular with climbers but the waterfalls are in
full flow after the winter and with snow on the Sierras it’s a great time
to see the landscape.
We had originally intended to try and free an existing aid line but after
hitting an overhanging section which looked blank we thought it would
be prudent to try something we knew was climbable. Having seen
plenty of inspiring pictures of climbers on the Salathé Headwall, that
route seemed like a great option.

James McHaffie leading the
headwall crack of Salathe, Yosemite.
Photograph

Hazel Findlay

The Salathé Wall is El Cap’s most natural line and possibly as Royal
Robbins dubbed it: “The greatest rock climb in the world”.
We packed some haul bags full of as much water and food as possible
to give ourselves as much chance as possible. Whilst hauling them
beyond Heart Ledges we encountered a bit of light hail. When it
stopped I set off on the Hollow Flake off-width pitch, quite intimidating,
like a 50 metre version of Right Eliminate at Curbar. Ten metres from
the top the hail came down in earnest. I watched it pile up on my
shoulders and tried not to move my left foot to keep one foothold dry.
After 15 minutes of prevaricating I made an undignified slither back
down and we retreated, leaving our bags a pitch before where we
wanted to get them.
We set off a day or two later and spent seven days on the wall. On the
second day we were joined by friends on El Cap Spire for a cup of tea
and a game of cards. Our efforts were rewarded on day four and five
when Hazel Findlay was good enough to abseil in with some wine and
cupcakes! We arrived at Long Ledge near the top in three days but the
headwall cracks were quite tricky and required a not inconsiderable
amount of effort.

Salathé and El Nino Free

Dan McManus seconding the 5.12a
Enduro Corner pitch, that Caff reckoned
felt about E6, on their free ascent of
El Nino (5.13c/8a+), Yosemite.
Photograph Tom Evans

In May, James ‘Caff’ McHaffie, climbing with
Dan McManus, made a ground-up free ascent
of Salathé Wall on the ‘Big Stone’ in Yosemite.
Graded around 5.13b (8a) Caff wrote afterwards:
“The grade the headwall gets should be taken as
meaningless to any European.” After a few days
rest the pair rounded-off their trip with a free
ascent of El Nino 5.13c (8a+). Caff tells the story.
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After celebrating our success a great deal and numerous chess matches,
we turned our attention back to El Cap and decided to try a climb on
the right-hand side for a change of scenery, El Niño. Two friends in the
valley, Tobias Wolf and Thomas Hering had just repeated it. They highly
recommended it for quality and gave us detailed beta. Leo Houlding and
Patch Hammond made a very impressive second ascent in 1998, taking
very few falls on the whole climb.
On our first attempt on the first three pitches, which are also the crux
ones, we got stopped by tiredness, a split finger-tip and the sun. These
first pitches are named the Black Dyke, Missing Link and Galapagos and
are E7, E6 and E7. The Galapagos is one of the best technical pitches
I have ever done and has a great deal of unlikely climbing on it.
Next time round we managed to do them all and packed a much lighter
haul bag, going without a portaledge to save weight. Jane Gallwey
supplying us with a load of water was super-handy. We spent three days
on the wall bivying on the Big Sur and in the Cyclops Eye. We flashed
most pitches but did two dry 5.13s second go and a wet one near the end
after a lot of drying and cursing.
Our timing back in the Valley was impeccable with a spring party going
off in Foresta. We managed to secure an invite. I’m a bit nervous about
going back to the Valley after such a good trip as I think it’s going to be a
hard one to better.
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Revolver

Alpha Steel New for Spring 2015

The DMM innovation that reduces rope drag. An internal pulley wheel allows
the rope to glide through the quickdraw, proving very useful on long pitches,
crux bolts and changes in direction. Used as a biner, it makes light work of
crevasse rescue, light hauling, and rescue.

The world class Alpha in steel, the premium gym draw for unparalleled clipping and
durability. The large Hot Forged rope radius adds lifetime to both the biner and
ropes, and softer catches for climbers. The optional easy-fit captive bar allows easy
maintenance and inspection.

features
> Integral pulley functions up to 11kN loading
> Use on the rope end of key quickdraws to minimise rope drag
> Useful in many rope work situations

Revolver Wiregate
Strength
(Major Axis)

Strength
(Gate open)

weight (per
carabiner)

gate
opening

24kN

9kN

51g

24mm

Revolver SCREWGATE
Strength
(Major Axis)

gate opening

weight

24kN

16mm

64g

Available as
> Screwgate, Kwiklock or Locksafe locking mechanisms

Revolver
Revolver Uses
The unique combination of a climbing carabiner and the integrated
pulley make the Revolver a versatile addition to any rack. The
original concept aimed to minimise rope drag by reducing friction.
In achieving this, we discovered several applications where this
benefit could be used to the climber’s advantage:
> Wandering pitches - Use on well extended placements at 		
direction changes to reduce rope drag for the leader.

Ben Bransby with his creative gear
placement to protect the start of Baron
Greenback (E9 6c), Wimberry.
Photograph Ray Wood
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Bolts before distinct
cruxes will see the most
falls and are therefore
subject to increased wear.

The lowest quickdraws
are often subject to
acute changes of angle
in rope direction and
this causes increased
wear on the carabiner.

The Alpha Steel is ideal for every clip in a gym, or it can be
used selectively at the key points on climbing walls where the
carabiner is subject to higher wear:

features

> Crux bolts - When working a sport route a Revolver used on the 		
crux quickdraw gives softer catches and prolongs rope life.

> Use at high wear points- Bolts 1 and 2, and changes in
direction/angle

> Rescue kit - Used in combination with your Prusik cords two 		
Revolvers make a fantastic crevasse/crag rescue kit. Not only is
the system lightweight and compact, the components can be 		
used for other tasks throughout the climbing day.

> Increased climbing enjoyment for customers

> Lightweight hauling - Whilst not suitable for getting a multi-day 		
bag up El Cap, the Revolver can be used to give the climber an 		
advantage if wanting to bring a lighter weight pack up the crux 		
pitches for the second.
> Marginal gear - The pulley action and the generous rope bearing
radius allow the dynamic rope to perform better, reducing impact
forces on the runner. This could make the difference between a 		
marginal placement holding and ripping.

Sudden changes
in direction,
overlaps and
roofs also cause
the rope to run
through harsh
angles and
accelerate wear
on the carabiners.

> Available as singles, captive, non-captive, and full Gym
quickdraw sets

Strength
(gate open)

weight
(per carabiner)

gate opening

TBC

TBC

TBC

Available as
> Single Alpha Steel, with captive bar, or with
PPE maillon on 12 or 18cm Vari-width Nylon
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Home on The Range

George on the first ascent of
Never Jam Today E6 5c/6a

Gogarth roof crack specialist, George Smith, has been synonymous with exploring Anglesey’s sea-cliffs, since… it feels
like the end of the Precambrian period, leaving a legacy of adventurous routes through uncompromising territory.

Photograph Tony Loxton

George Smith on The Complete Works
(E5 5b/c), The Range.
Photograph Tony Loxton

Recently, it’s a collection of smaller cliffs known as The Range, which has captured his attention. Not far from South
Stack and often tucked away in a zawn with Martin Crook holding his ropes, George has been quietly going about
making a succession of first ascents on these contorted rock faces.
Stu Mac’Lease and his pal are showing some Swiss hot-shot the sights of
Gogarth’s quartzite wonderland: the spiritual home of ‘trad’. They pop
into the South Stack cafe. It’s empty, save for an oldish guy crumpled
into a seat. He’s covered in rock dust and has a couple of cuts and
bruises. Stu smiles and says: “Hi George”
As an introduction he adds: “This is George and he’s into new routing in
the caves down here.” As I nod, some dust and fluffy bits of lichen fall off me
(but not the bits in my eyes). We chat a bit. I tell them I have just reverseaided a 10m roof on my lonesome to eject a couple of monster blocks.
“There are other people doing this also?” asks the Swiss guy. Stu and I
look at each other. Stu scratches his head a moment and grins a bit.
“Er-no....just him.”
I feel quite odd.
“Come to North Stack with us?”
I decline. Hmmm… three star classic wall climbs on tiny crimps? What
even ARE crimps! I can’t hang from anything smaller than a house brick
these days. As for walls and slabs: “Oh, look at the big fella’s footwork.”
Ever heard that said? You haven’t have you?
Big folk shouldn’t be allowed to go on thin stuff, it’s bad for them, and
they shouldn’t go clogging up classic routes if they are going to bulldoze
the holds off with their big feet. I nudged some holds off a classic tradeslab once and thought I best banish myself into the big seaside stuff.
Even here I’m not sure the routes are loose, so much as I’m clumsy,
showering any belayer in debris.
Big new lines? Nah - little ones. But they’re big to me. The big lines at
Gogarth; the Joe Brown, Martin Boysen lines - you could see them
from the Dublin Ferry. Big Ron’s are the walls in-between. You could see
them from a sailing boat. Mine? Only ever seen by one or two bored
seals. Seals sometimes do come and look at them. My, they can look
disapproving. Once I saw a seal surface in a deep inlet and there was a
bit of floating debris, and in it there was a football, and I’m not messing
with you, the seal went and put its nose to the ball and gave it a gentle
push!
Back to the roof, with Rick Potter (mountain guides always look uneasy
down by the sea. I think it’s the severe lack of altitude) and I’m throwing
in cams from my wire-skirt of a rack when much of the roof decides to
hurl itself into the sea. I’m off, and the ropes cross a quartz razor, ripping
it to reveal two metres of core. Ricks eyes widen further, but I’m ‘in the
zone’ and just laugh saying: “There’s two ropes.” Later I’m on the home
straight, panting like a little train, wondering if I can hang onto holds this
big (The Fishura E6 6a).

Exiting the ‘Trap’ I would attempt to swarm the crack and groove above.
It was neither crack nor groove. It was nothing of these but a wide
scooped arrangement that one could only stay on, to fight upwards, if
a contrivance of reckless sliding jams filled the empty space. Thus the
main feature of the climb was, for a few intense moments, the climber’s
hands. “Ahh, got away with it! – the Crook will love that!” (Surreal Estate
E4 6a)
One day I lost control on a huge undercut flake full of white powder.
I shoved a load of kit into the thing and then set off, getting up to the
sort of place where I would normally back off. But surely a decent jam
was coming soon I thought so I’m glad to say I just kind of ‘saw red’ and
carried on without proper consideration. You have to overcome your
fears and rational ones are the very worst sort. There wasn’t a jam but I
scraped it! (Never Jam Today E6 6b)
One day I watched an inlet fill with mackerel so full that there were a few
of them flapping proud of the surface! They were away as quickly as
they’d come, chased in by something big, or perhaps for those few brief
moments they had forgotten themselves completely. I had.
We found a unique wall of decaying crap; like some sort of beautifully
weathered cardboard. They are usually impossible these things, unlesslike this one, they ease back a few degrees so that one’s paranoia can
be evenly distributed across all available surfaces; the climbing being
similar in nature to that on ice. The top of it had a soil and ivy headwall
topped with some ‘thank-god’ gorse. “Nobody else can hang on those
holds. They’re all in the bottom of the zawn!” Martin Crook followed the
thing via a different set. The Complete Works (E55b) passes a queer
little patch of solid rock at one point; small bands of strata like a set of
old leather-bound books.
For 2014 my sights were set on an uncharacteristically solid, safe-looking
cave lip engagement on vast holds and protected entirely with cams.
The first attempt coincided with the appearance of a low flying
helicopter. Crook turned green with the fumes; I with the steepness. Next
visit with a drying breeze the wet underbelly turned to casual buckets
and on the discovery of a heel/toe crevice I hung for a happy while
below victory. [The Angel of the West E4/5 6a] is all spanned out to the
ocean. So was I, and a little bit rusty!
It’s great down on the Range; you claw your way up from the wave
mashed prehistoric madness and emerge gasping at the sea air... and
there’s people walking their dogs!

Many is the time we would go to look at ‘House Trap Zawn’. Sometimes
it was there. Sometimes it didn’t seem to be. There are a lot of inlets
hereabouts and one can get them mixed up, so it was with some relief
that I heard The Crook pronouncing its presence. And there it was; with
its pre-Cambrian quartzite serpents rising in relief from the narrow
wave-gulch, so slow you could hardly see’em moving.

George on Angel of the West E4/5 5c/6a
Photograph Tony Loxton
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The Anatomy of Passive Protection
Heads

Key points to consider when
buying Passive protection

The ‘head’ is the relatively thick chunky metal component that is placed in
the crack. Heads come in a huge variety of shapes and sizes to fit a huge
variety of cracks. Avoid simple, tapered shapes as they don’t sit stably; more
complex tapered heads with different curves and facets in the shape of
the head allow the passive protection to cam or bite better, increasing the
security of the placement. Rounded edges help the nut place more easily
without hanging up, whilst thin walls or lightening holes reduce weight.

Size and Shape

Material

Wires

The head material and its treatment determines the hardness, shear
resistance and bite of the nut. DMM use a variety of aluminium alloys and a
silicon bronze to get the best performance from the nut. Soldered \Silicone
Bronze on Micro nuts, hard 7075-T6 on smaller nut and 6082-T6 on larger
nuts – all heat treated to our own special recipes!

Wires should be as thick as possible for strength yet be woven to keep
the wire flexible – this helps minimize the chance of nuts being lifted
accidently by rope movement. Wires should be protected as they go
through the nut – ideally look for recessed wires or second best well
radiused edges.

Wires

Tapers, Curves and Facets

The ‘wire’ is of course, the metal wire component that the carabiner is
clipped through. Wires are usually swaged together or soldered into the
head. Wires should have enough stiffness so that the nut can be placed
overhead and yet still be flexible as possible to minimise the chance of gear
being lifted out. Wires that are recessed into the head offer superior life.

Tapered nuts will often get a much more secure placement, especially
in the uneven sections of cracks. Nuts that are curved to create convex,
concave or recessed sections help the nut cam into position creating a
more stable placement with a much lower chance of the nut popping
out in a fall. Central grooves are also a plus as they promote more
stable edge contact and stability.

Versatility in a nut and variety in your rack are key: Look for a complex
concave/convex head shape that promotes a stable, 3 point contact
with the rock, plus width and breath that are carefully calculated to
maximise range and overlap. Central grooves are a plus – they stop the
nuts hanging up while being placed and promote better/more stable
edge contact.

Protection
Swages
The point where the wires are swaged or soldered together allows easy
identification of the nut by size DMM aluminium nuts have a double layer
of plastic to protect the label and the swage from damage, whilst the Silicon
Bronze nuts have a floating metal swage that reduces wear and tear on
the wire.

Slings

Facet

Tapers

Curves

Material Hardness
An important, yet often overlooked, factor. The material should be soft
enough to bite and yet be hard enough to resist being sheared through
the placement. DMM use a variety of materials to achieve the best
hardness for a particular type of nut.

In some cases, the metal wire may be replaced by a nylon/dyneema ‘sling’ or
even dynamic cord. These slings can be extendable to avoid rope drag and
offer more stability in placements.
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Choosing a Climbing Rack
Once you’ve started climbing outdoors and are
considering leading then you’ll need some gear
for protection that climbers refer to as a ‘rack’.
Development Officer for the Association of
Mountaineering Instructors (AMI) and International
Mountain Guide for over 15 years, Steve Long,
outlines how to build your first rack and expand it as
you gain experience.
There is such a wide range of climbing equipment available that it can be
difficult for a beginner to decide on what to purchase for a first rack. The
best approach is start with a basic ‘belt and braces’ rack that will work for
routes in the lower grades and then top up gradually as your horizons
broaden and you find yourself tackling climbs that require more
specialised kit.
Sport Climbing
The choice of equipment for climbing outside on sport climbs is fairly
simple because the protection placements are already fixed in the rock (insitu). These will consist of bolts (expansion or resin), pitons and occasionally
threads. So for sport climbing the core hardware a climber usually requires
is a set of quickdraws, a belay device and a small selection of screwgate
carabiners and slings for threading or connecting to belay stations.
How many quickdraws? On the whole this depends on the length of the
pitch – the longest pitches may require 14 or more quickdraws, plus a couple
of spares for rigging the top anchor. I would recommend starting with ten
quickdraws and building up gradually – if your partner also owns quickdraws
as well you would already have enough between you to cope with most
circumstances.
The best approach is start with a basic ‘belt and braces’ rack
that will work for routes in the lower grades and then top up
gradually as your horizons broaden and you find yourself
tackling climbs that require more specialised kit.
Photograph

Ray Wood

The type of carabiners to choose depends a lot on the style of climbing
you favour.
> If you prefer trying to make on-sight ‘clean’ ascents (i.e. with

no hanging on gear to practice moves) or mix and match your
sport climbing with some trad routes then putting the emphasis on
reasonably lightweight, but robust carabiners that are easy to handle
and clip is a good starting point. A key choice will be whether to go
for solid or wire gates; if you think that you will be doing more sport
climbing than trad then a carabiner with a straight solid gate for the
gear end of the quickdraw is ideal as straight solid gates generally
behave more predictably in bolts and load better than wire gates. If
you do more trad than sport then a tough, full size wire gate with a
gate open strength of 9kN+ would be great and probably a bit lighter
than the equivalent solid gate.
On the rope end of the quickdraw for really fast, efficient clipping on
sport routes then it is hard to beat a well designed bent gate carabiner
– look for a carabiner that feels good in the hand, with a steep rope
basket to keep the rope away from the gate and a firm, even gate
tension. As before if you do both sport and trad then wire gates are
worth considering – not quite as easy to clip, but lighter; look for a
good tension in the spring to help keep the gate in the closed position
and ergonomics that suit your hand.
Good choices here would be the Shadow solid gates or the Thor
wire gates.
> If you are predominantly climbing sport routes and enjoy pushing

yourself on harder routes then repeated short hard falls will occur
and the equipment you use needs to be robust enough to cope. This
is largely because many sport climbs are equipped with sharp-edged
bolt hangers, which gouge into the carabiner if the quickdraw is
repeatedly weighted by the climber, either for practicing moves or
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falling. It’s worth buying a couple of these to use on crux sections,
even if you prefer on-sight climbing.
The DMM Alpha Pro and Clip would be good examples of specialist
sport carabiners.
The quickdraw tapes you choose also depend on the style of climbing
you prefer – thick and chunky Nylon in predominantly shorter lengths
(12 cm) for sport routes and thinner, more flexible Dyneema in longer
lengths (18 & 25 cm) for trad and onsighting.
A long, heavy duty sling (120 cms) is a useful addition for rigging the
belay for top-roping along with a couple of screwgate carabiners for
better security.
The range of belay devices on sale is also quite bewildering for a novice.
Although ‘assisted’ braking devices are designed primarily for sport
climbing, they require considerable experience to use effectively and
appropriately. This is one of several reasons why a simple ‘manual’
device such as the DMM Mantis is ideal for a starting rack, evolving later
to our combination device, the Pivot, which can be used also in ‘guide
mode’ on multi-pitch climbs.
Adventure (Trad) Climbing
Trad climbing racks are big and potentially heavy, so taking every
opportunity to reduce the weight you carry is ideal. This is a key
advantage of wire gate carabiners over solid gates; an advantage that
is compounded because the superior clipping of good bent gates is less
important in the more controlled and considered environment of trad
climbing. Plus since trad climbing normally involves less falling on in-situ
metal protection – bolts and pegs – you can use less burly carabiner
bodies. Still strong and well designed but not over-built. The advantages
of wire gates win over the heavier ‘sport’ biner, at least for summer rock
climbing.
Trad climbing often requires longer, more flexible quickdraws in
order to reduce friction, because it’s relatively unusual for all the
runner placements to follow a convenient straight line in the way
that bolts generally do. Supplement longer fixed quickdraws with
three or four 60 cm slings equipped with double carabiners, which
can be folded to shorten or opened according to the placement. In
addition to quickdraws, slings are immensely useful for spikes and
threads, so those slings will prove very versatile. Some 120 cm slings
will also prove invaluable for the same reason and also for equalising
anchors for belays. As you progress to harder climbs, long slings may
also be required for runners to reduce rope drag, particularly before
progressing to double rope technique.
Trad climbs may contain the occasional piton but these are often rusty
relics and the main protection requires gear placed by the lead climber.
This is broadly characterised as either passive or camming, although
there is a degree of cross-over.

Contrary to popular advice I would also recommend to a beginner to
buy a couple of camming devices, if you can afford them, particularly
if you climb on crags with plentiful horizontal breaks. However
be warned, not only are these expensive but they are prone to
‘walking’ out of reach into a crack due to rope drag; so be sure to add
extenders, and bring a nut key for the second climber in order to
remove them. For starters you should consider a selection of cams
that covers the range 23 – 60mm i.e. Dragon 2 - 4 or Demon/4CU 1.5 –
3. These are probably the sizes that I use the most often.
The rack described above will prove very versatile on all grades of
climb, but for climbers progressing onto harder routes a wider range
of gear will become desirable. Probably the first addition will be a
second set of wires, particularly in the range from #2 to #7, and if you
can afford it you might consider getting these as part of your first
rack. Next will probably be a set or two of micro wires. These allow
narrower and also shallower cracks to be used but require plenty of
experience at placing standard wires in order to use effectively.
Finally, work towards a full set of cams, initially from #0 upwards, then
doubling up on a few and eventually perhaps adding some tiny cams.
As your climbing progresses it’s likely that you will replace hexcentrics
with cams (probably an extra #2 and/or #2.5) – however don’t sell off
your hexes because on pocketed crags such as Dinas Cromlech they
can out-perform cams on some placements.
Other later additions will likely involve replacing your first quickdraws
with lighter models and adding Dyneema slings, including some of
the really thin ones – these are very strong for their weight but more
prone to damage through ill treatment, particularly friction. These
can also be really useful for draping over tiny spikes. Other gear that
you might collect will probably centre around more specialist items
for particular placements on specific routes – this might include
tri-cams and skyhooks, as well as some cord and an old carabiner to
facilitate escaping occasionally when weather, nightfall or plain nerves
let you down and a retreat becomes the favoured option.

The Association of Mountaineering Instructors (AMI)
is a brand partner to DMM. Look for the Association
of Mountaineering Instructors (www.ami.org.uk) logo
as assurance of high-quality instruction. All members
of AMI hold one of the UK’s higher climbing and
mountaineering qualifications: the MIA or the MIC. All
AMI members adhere to a professional code of practice
and undertake continuing professional development
training.

Passive placements rely on a metal nut that wedges into a crack; the
crack ideally being V-shaped so that a downwards pull simply seats
the nut further into the crack. Most nuts are threaded onto wire loops,
and in general the thicker the wire the stronger the runner – as long as
opposing sides of the nut are in good contact with solid rock.
For a beginner’s rack I would recommend starting with a full set of wires
(i.e. Wallnuts 1-11). For wider cracks I would recommend having a couple
of hexcentric shaped nuts on tape that extend in size from the largest
wired nut that you have – a Torque Nut 2 & 3 would be a good start.
These nuts are very versatile, as they can be used in passive mode, but
with experience you can also get them to cam in some placements. It’s
good to start working with these early on as in skilled hands they also
make excellent belay anchors.
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Belay Device R&D
A good belay device is a complex design challenge. The climber wants
easy set-up, smooth paying-out and taking-in of the rope, a secure and
predictable catch, controllable abseiling, lightweight, compactness,
durability, and high quality.
High quality comes as standard on all DMM products, but to achieve
the desired characteristics is a delicate balancing act, determined
by fine tuning the products through design, prototyping, testing,
feedback, and more design refinements - it’s a recurring cycle that
keeps spinning until we are confident that we have a product that
has real advantages to the climber, and that we would proudly use
ourselves.
We are constantly searching for solutions that will make a climber’s
day out safer and easier. In the case of the Pivot, we wanted to ease the
strain of releasing and lowering a seconding climber in guide mode.
With the Grip, we focused on making belaying safer, smoother and
more intuitive. The Mantis was to be a beautifully simple, lightweight
belay device.

Good Belay Practice
Now we know what we are setting out to do, it’s time for the engineers
to find a functional, practical solution to the problem. This tends to
include bouncing ideas around, sketching, conceptualisation, trying out
new ideas, and eventually that eureka moment! It is now time to prove
the concept.
Throughout the design process we rapid prototype using 3D printers,
and when it is time for the next field testable version, we will CNC metal
prototypes. At each step, we are constantly learning and evolving the
concept.
A combination of tests on the drop tower, in the lab, and out on the
crag all feed back into the design process. When all the feedback is
positive, and we are satisfied we launch the product. Keep an eye out
for our latest belay devices in the shops next spring.

Dave Noddings

Good belaying is an essential but sometimes
overlooked part of a day out climbing.
Libby Peter, internationally qualified IFMGA
Mountain Guide and author of the official
handbook of the Mountaineering Instructor
and Single Pitch Award schemes, Rock
Climbing - Essential Skills and Techniques,
gives an overview of belaying that is worth
reading whether you are just starting out or an
experienced rock athlete.

Then, often without any warning, WHAM, your partner falls. You may
not have time to think, or do anything other than react. So you’d better
hope your instinct is right.
That’s why guides and instructors like me who teach belaying are a
touch paranoid and can sound like a stuck record… “never let go of the
brake rope, ever, even for a split second, always watch your partner at
all times” and “don’t allow too much slack in the system but give rope
quickly when your partner is clipping a runner” ...and so on.
Belay devices are fiendishly clever, but they are never foolproof. It
is relatively easy, and not unheard of, to drop your partner, whether
through lack of understanding, practice, or simply a momentary lapse
in concentration.

2.

3.

A
B

C

Belay Brush Up
The belayer’s job is unglamorous. For 99% of the time it is also dull and
repetitive. Sliding the rope patiently in or out through a chunk of shiny
metal while waiting your go. On a multi-pitch climb it’s the well-earned
downtime; boots slipped off, comfy pose adopted as you bask in the
contentment of your job done, while your mate is pressing on. At times
you can forget why you’re there.

DMM Product Manager

When you hold a fall the force is
experienced throughout the ‘climbing
chain’, and will straighten out the line
between Anchor – Belayer – Climber

Sermon over. I think you get the message, belaying is a serious
business.
Belay Good Practice - A- B - C Alignment
When you hold a fall the force is experienced throughout the ‘climbing
chain’, and will straighten out the line between Anchor – Belayer –

High friction mode

Climber. So it makes sense to anticipate the direction of load and set
yourself up accordingly without any slack in the system.
B - C Alignment
Even when there is no anchor, i.e. when you’re standing on the
ground, you will still be pulled into line. So standing a long way out
from the bottom of the crag, or to the side can result in you being
tugged-in, across and up. This can be alarming, you will drop your
partner further than needs be, or worse you may lose control of
the rope as you slam into the rock. This is especially obvious if the
climber is heavier than the belayer, in which case you may want to
consider a ground anchor.
Correct Threading and Set-up
This seems like stating the obvious, but do check how the belay
device you have in your hands works. Many models, like the Mantis*
are asymmetrical, with grooves or channels on one side in order to
alter the amount of friction depending on which way you thread the
rope through, others, like the Pivot* also have a ‘guide mode’ (more
on this later).

Low friction mode

1.

1. Engineers sketches explaining the leverage principle on the Pivot belay device
2. Nick Bullock, Tim Neill, and Lee Roberts field testing on Fairhead.
3. Measuring the holding power of the Grip on the DMM test tower
4. Early rapid prototype testing - proving the concept.
4.
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Rope, Belay Device and Carabiner Matching

Holding Falls and Lowering

Guide Mode - Belaying Directly from the Anchor

Ensure the rope diameter is an appropriate match with the
device. The rope needs to run through the device smoothly
when paying out or taking in, but there must still be sufficient
braking power when holding a fall or abseiling.

Whether belaying a leader or second, this is your whole raison d’etre,
your big moment. Best not miss it!

The Pivot functions as a standard belay device, with identical frictional
properties as the Mantis, and has an additional ‘guide mode’ function
that enables it to be used to belay one or two seconds climbing at the
same time when attached directly to the anchor.

In a top-rope or seconding set-up it’s reasonable to expect to not fall
far, so as the belayer you should keep pace as they climb as far as
possible. But this is a two-way process, if you can’t keep up ask them to
slow down.

Often overlooked is the type, shape and profile of the belay
carabiner. A Symmetrical HMS is ideal for a pure belay biner.
A perfectly round top bar (consistent circular cross-section)
makes it ideal for belaying as it gives smooth rope handling
when taking-in or paying out, as well as improved wear
resistance.

Being lowered can be nerve-wracking, especially if it is too fast or jerky.
Aim for a smooth steady pace rather than a world-speed record.
Leader falls can be nerve-wracking for leader and belayer so just
remember that as long as you keep good hold of the break rope
you can’t go far wrong. But, of course there’s a little more to it than
that. Ensuring you’re in an optimum position without your brake arm
obstructed is essential, as is being watchful that you haven’t given too
much slack. Conversely, there are times when you’ll want to make the
catch a little ‘softer’ so your leader doesn’t slam hard into the rock. This
dynamic style of belaying is normally reserved for indoors and sport
routes, and requires practice.

Efficient and Safe Hand Movement
Paying out the rope to a leader is relatively straightforward; a
firm grip on both sides of rope - ease it through - slide hands
back to the start. Getting the pace right is more subtle; giving
the right amount of slack, at just the right time. Mostly this is
slow and steady, but when your leader is making a frantic high
clip and needs slack at zero notice you’ll need to react pronto.
Watching your leader helps you anticipate the moment they
need slack to clip. As does being in a stable, unobstructed
position. Attentive, reactive belayers are worth their weight
in gold!
Taking in the rope to a second, whether from above or below
is trickier as it calls for a firm, non-fumble hand swap. Best to
look at the images.

Safe Pair of Hands

The Rhino has a round top bar for smoother
belaying and greater durability

Why is this useful? Belaying directly off the anchor can be more comfortable
for the belayer, and, because the device locks readily in this mode, it
makes it easier to hold falls and take in two ropes with climbers moving
at different speeds. If one climber falls and loads the device, the other
climber still be safely belayed. In addition, the Pivot works on a wider
range of rope diameters, can be unloaded easily by taking advantage
of improved leverage (that’s the pivot action), and has a release hole
optimised for a range of carabiners that will lock to lift.
Its smooth function has also minimised the problem of one rope
tucking under the other under load. However, as with all direct belays,
it’s crucial the anchors are 110% bombproof to take a direct loading
and situated high enough to make operating the device possible. You’ll
also need to experiment with holding falls, giving slack, and lowering
while using this mode. It’s not difficult but definitely needs practice.
Abseiling

Everyone was a novice belayer at some point and although there is no
short-cut to becoming a versatile and totally reliant belayer, certain
belay devices can give you a helping hand along the way. No more so
than the DMM Grip*. It’s threading and operation is identical to any
standard symmetrical single-rope belay device, but the hinged jaws
give additional holding power when holding falls and lowering. There
is no need to change the way you already belay but it makes life easier
and more secure. Genius!

Unless you’re running a dedicated abseil session, your belay device
will also be your abseil device, and all DMM belay devices are designed
with this in mind to give you a smooth descent and control with a range
of rope diameters. However, it’s vital to physically check the amount
of friction with any set-up before you set off. Too much friction is
frustrating, but too little friction is terrifying, or even dangerous. And it
should go without saying, don’t forget to add your prusik safety backup. Save your thrills for climbing not abseiling.
Happy (and safe) belaying!
*Look out for DMM’s new belay devices Mantis, Grip and Pivot available
Spring 2015.

Taking in the rope to a second, whether from above or
below is trickier as it calls for a firm, non-fumble hand swap.
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Belaying two second in guide mode.

Lowering/releasing two seconds in guide mode

It’s crucial the anchors are 110% bombproof
to take a direct loading, and situated high
enough to make operating
the device possible
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Pivot New for Spring 2015		

Mantis New for Spring 2015		

Versatile, functional and innovative, the new DMM Pivot is
a modern belay device that caters for modern belaying
techniques with modern ropes. Meticulously researched and
developed to provide optimum performance both belaying
from the harness, and direct from the anchor. The Pivot
provides smooth paying out, a secure and confident catch, and
controlled lowering. The head turner is the innovative pivot this patent pending solution shifts the lever arrangement to
allow controlled and easily initiated lowering when used in
guide/direct mode. Even with a weighty second, the belayer
can lower one, both, or either second with total control using
the specially shaped biner cavity. Once the top is reached, the
Pivot will be a trustworthy abseil partner for the return to
the base. Perfect for alpine, winter, and multi-pitch trad. All of
these features are wrapped up in a package weighing only 72g.
Classic DMM innovation.

The classic belay device made better. Using the same high
performance internal geometry as the Pivot, the Mantis is an
incredibly lightweight belay device for use with either single or
half ropes in situations where direct belaying is not required;
perfect for the climbing wall and general cragging.
The carefully sculptured rope grooves offer a greater grip on
ropes from 7.5mm to 11m, the rope slots allow easy loading, and
the rear of the device ensures adequate lift-off for snag-free
paying out. If you are after a lightweight, high performance
all-rounder, then the Mantis fits the bill perfectly.

features
> Multi-use lightweight belay device
> Pivot ensures easy rope control, especially when 		
lowering in guide mode

features

> Suitable for ropes from 7.5mm to 11mm.
Optimised for 8mm to 10.5mm

> High performance belay device

> Only 72g

> Two friction modes for varying applications

> 3 colourways (Red/BLT, Green/BLT, Blue/BLT)

> Super lightweight at 45g

> Recommended with the Rhino for smooth action
in guide mode

> Compatible with ropes from 7.5mm to 11mm
> 3 colourways (BLT, Orange, Purple)

Belay Devices

Pivot Belay Device
Improved guide mode function
To reduce the force needed to lower a hanging
climber while belaying in guide mode, we used the
simple principle of bringing the point of rotation
closer to the load. This not only means you can
release them with less force, but also lower them
with greater control.

x

x

x

x

Grip New for Spring 2015		

x
x

Standard belay device
in guide mode
Lever

Standard belay device
lowering climber in guide mode

x x
x x

Load

Pivot

x
x

Big force required

y

Lever

y

y y
y y

Pivot

Load
Small force required

y
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features
Reduced
Force

y

Pivot belay device
in guide mode

y

Reduced
Travel

y

Reduced
y
Distance

y

With so many climbers utilising a single rope, whether down
at the wall, bolt clipping on sport climbs, or easier grade trad
climbs, DMM wanted to manufacture a device that increased
the chances of catching that fall. Seven years in the making and
thousands of falls later, the Grip is ready for Spring 2015.
A concept brought to us and developed in conjunction with the
talented Tony Christianson. A concept intended to increase
levels of safety that included springs, magnets, and a unique
split body construction; not your standard belay device. The Grip
utilises standard, by the book, belaying technique, but then the
mechanics kick in – the increased holding power is startling, the
catch secure, and the rope control supreme. Whether you are a
seasoned sport climber, or a novice belayer, the Grip will inspire
confident and safe belaying.

Pivot belay device
lowering climber in guide mode

> Revolutionary, patented single rope belay device
> Hugely increased holding power and rope control
> Compatible with single ropes from 8.6mm to 11mm
> High levels of safety
> No need for a new belay technique
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Pete Robins, Diamond Dogs (8c+),
The Diamond, Little Orme, North Wales.
Photograph Ray wood

Jo Hedger’s career as an arborist began in
2002 when she was 18 years old. Six years
later she was the World Female Tree Climbing
Champion and repeated the feat again in 2010.
As a child she grew up around chainsaws and
timber but she’d never seen anybody actually
climb a tree for a living. Today she runs her own
company, Arbor Venture Tree Care, and is a
registered tree care instructor.
I studied arboriculture at college for a year, gaining my qualifications,
which allowed me to get a job and start my progression into the industry.
A local county fair used to hold the World Pole Climbing Championships,
so I decided I would enter to race up the 80 foot wooden poles for fun.
Every event that I entered I got quicker and quicker and eventually
achieved the World Female title in 2003 and 2004. I continued to race
for a few more years, where I gained some good friends; some of which
competed in the Tree Climbing Championships. As they told me more
and more about these competitions, I became curious and excited to
see what they were all about.
Having never seen a tree climbing competition before, I went to the UK
& Ireland Championships, which was being held at a national arborist
trade fair in 2004. I went with the intention of only watching. However,
I did throw my climbing kit into the boot of my car, just in case I felt
adventurous enough to enter.
Going with friends who had previously competed helped me to relax, as
they explained the basics of each event. The competition was fun and

The Thing of Shapes to Come
A great route name, like a well-fitted bra or a stylish book cover, can make all the difference:
often a reason in itself to have a closer look. But over the years Pete Robins has discovered that
coming up with a good one – grandiose, hip, funny, or original, can be tough.
It’s okay if you’re called Ben Moon – you can name routes Hubble, Sea
of Tranquillity and Voyager, but the rest of us have to settle with our
current top album or make a bad/rude pun on the route next door. I’m
particularly bad at this; the likes of Beefhoven (squeezed in between
The Cow and Ludwig) at Gogarth or Fondue MacPac on Pabbay (a
stab at the adjacent pretentiously named climb In Profundum Lacu)
stand out amongst an embarrassingly long list of terrible puns.

But what do others think? I asked a few route-naming specialists and
general in-the-knows for their favourites:

Most of my good names have been chosen by somebody else. The
name Diamond Dogs was put out on Facebook by my wife, pleading
for closure on the 2012 Little Orme saga; her ex and big Bowie-fan
eventually coming up with the goods.

Chris Doyle: Rodney God and the Oral Twins

I’m rarely asked what my less apparent ones mean, suggesting that
route names are generally taken on face value. I reckon this is going
to help me in the future. Note to self: “Keep it simple, Pete, simple.”

Ben ‘I don’t care about names’ Bransby: MaDMAn

Rare, but well-done puns are the best I think - my favourite is I
Suppose a Cormorant’s out of the Question then? Every climb
deserves more than: “A classic…” – right? Even if you say it in French.
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George Smith: The Thing of Shapes to Come, The Hong Jagged Route
of Death, The Trash Heap has Spoken
Adam Long: The Anti-Matterhorn
James McHaffie: Roaring Silence
Simon Panton: The Porphyry Chair - which has a ‘seated’ crux, but best
of all, if you say it over and over again really fast it sounds like the
first ascentionist Paul Pritchard!
Jez Stephenson: Puns are nearly always rubbish but I like Juan Cur.
So that’s it, let’s hear it for risqué puns and cryptic descriptives. They
also told me what their least favourites were, but that’s a story for
another time. Personal tributes and pretentious calls to prowess
were definite no-no’s. Looking at my track record, I think I’ll leave that
article for someone else.

Josephine at the top of an English Oak.
Photograph John Trenchard

Climbing Trees
welcoming so I decided to enter the five preliminary events: throwline,
workclimb, speed climb, footlock and aerial rescue.
In that first competition I got disqualified from the throwline and
workclimb. The speed climb I have chosen to forget about. The footlock
took me just over 3 minutes to complete (the average time was around
18 seconds). But the aerial rescue I completed within the time limit and
scored myself some half-decent points.
I was amazed to watch the top climbers take huge swings, run
along branches and almost dance through the canopy. I came away
determined rather than defeated. My mind was set on improving on
that first attempt and in the meantime learning all I could. I worked
hard on my techniques and skills, and realised
there was a rule book which I read inside out.
I travelled to as many competitions as I could
afford to get to and at every comp I learnt
something new and improved.
In 2008, I squashed my original footlock time
of 3 minutes down to 15.8 seconds where I
took the Female World Footlock Record.
The time and effort I had put in was starting
to become rewarding. That same year I
achieved the title of World Female Tree
Climbing Champion, which I also
repeated in 2010.

I have a lot to be thankful for by taking part in these events. Personally
I grew as a climber and gained some amazing friends. The skills that I
learnt, (and continue to learn) allowed me to build my own tree care
company, Arbor Venture Tree Care.
A further achievement of my long term efforts was to become a DMM
sponsored tree-climber in 2011. This partnership allowed me to use
their products at an international level, and give feedback on events in
a growing market. I am proud to continue to work alongside DMM and
look forward to seeing
how the tree care
industry moves forward.

Leaping for the ground target on the work climb event in
the 2010 International Tree Climbing Competition, Chicago.

Jo completing a task in the work climb event at the
2010 International Tree Climbing Competition, Chicago.

Photograph Chris Cowell

Photograph Chris Cowell
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Fair Head
Fair Head is widely regarded by climbers as Ireland’s
finest crag. Who better to give you a heads-up on
climbing at Fair Head than co-author of the recently
published guidebook to the cliff and star of the Irish
climbing scene, Ricky Bell. Belfast based Ricky has
added numerous new routes to the cliff, including The
Rathlin Effect (E8 6c) in 2011, which he described as:
“The coolest line I’ve opened in Ireland.”

On the North Antrim coast Fair Head is a three-mile expanse sitting
proud above a huge boulder field that runs down to Rathlin Sound. It
is very much the crown of Irish rock. Not just in stature but also
in reputation.
The cliff is a huge crescent getting morning and evening sunlight
at either end. The highest section of cliff in the middle reaches
over 100m and has a mostly north facing aspect, giving you an
intimidating feel. It is a huge sill of dolerite of varying quality; from
super sticky golden, to dark black sections of almost featureless
glaze. The rock isn’t naturally clean, it’s covered in circles of white
and yellow lichen and grey Ramalina that leaves a nice smell on
your hands.
Currently there are over 400 climbs. These have sprawled outwards
towards the middle and lower edges of the crag from the two
prominent descent gullies, The Grey Man’s Path and the Ballycastle
Descent Gully.
Renowned for its crack climbs, the style is in fact more diverse. The
older classic lines tend not to be pure crack pitches, most often
taking the obvious weaknesses of the corners and grooves. The rock
offers an abundance of features either side of the cracks. You tend
to do as much chimneying, stemming and pulling on flatties as you
do digging for jams. The harder routes quest up blank looking faces
that on closer inspection are covered in angular slopes, rounded
seams and suspect looking pancake flakes.

The Crown of Irish Rock

I first visited the cliff in my early teens when a friend and Fair Head
hero Ali Moles took me up two Very Severe routes on the Prow: The
Fence and The Black Thief. The Prow and particularly these two routes
are the perfect introduction to the style of climbing and the nature
of the cliff. Fat cracks at the back of a groove formed by two columns
standing side by side; where a combination of bridging and jamming
are the skills needed. On the best section of the cliff Arnie Strapcans’
Wall of Prey (E5 6b) and Pat Littlejohn’s Above and Beyond (E6 6b)
are two of the most sought after routes in the country.
I spent a lot of my early twenties climbing on this incredible bit of
rock and was lucky enough to add some lines of similar quality.
Way of the Jive Monkeys (E6 6b) is the mirror image of Above and
Beyond and similar in style. Where the Grass is Green (E7 6b/c)
is another line that takes the centre of the headwall in a really
atmospheric situation.

Tim Neill on Northern Exposure (E5 6b).
Photograph Lee Roberts

The Season
I find the best time to go climbing at the Head is the end of the
spring. We seem to have drier weather then, than in summer. The
Fair Head Meet is a good craic!
For a full day at the crag it’s best to start at the Murlough end of the
cliff, and pick your routes heading towards the Ballycastle end. The
middle of the crag is a good place for a full-on adventure. The west
facing Prow and Rathlin Wall get amazing light at the end of the day.

Rathlin Effect, (E8 6c).
Photograph Craig Hiller
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HVS - Burn Up
E1 - An Bealach Runda
E2 - Cuchulainn
E3 - Jolly Roger

Essentials

E4 - Born to Run

Helmet - really should be on your head as soon as you step over the
edge. It would be unfair to say the crag is loose but it’s definitely
not solid.

E5 - Northern Exposure

Protection - ideally a double rack of cams and you can get away with
a single rack of nuts. Extra nuts in the medium size tend to get eaten
up pretty quick. With 70 m lead ropes you can do a lot of the routes
in one pitch.

Ricky Bell on the first ascent of The

My route suggestions....

Abseil Rope – Don’t forget it! Probably the best tip. The walk-in to the
routes in the middle of the crag is without doubt an epic. The boulder
field below the crag is partially covered in vegetation that makes
running around down there pretty hard work.

E6 - Above and Beyond
E7 - The Complete Scream
E8 - The Rathlin Effect

Final tip - the whole crag is pretty much a slab.
You can follow what Ricky has been up to on his blog:
rickybel-fast.blogspot.co.uk
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DMM Axe Testing
Ice axes that are to be sold in the UK and EU must comply and pass
the BS:EN13089 – Mountaineering Equipment – Ice Tools standard.

Strength of head/
shaft interface
perpendicular to
‘use direction’

The tests simulate core uses of the ice axe and define the loads that
the ice tool must resist – depending on the results an ice tool can
be classified as either Type 1 - for use on snow and ice or Type 2 for use on rock, snow and ice. In simple terms, the Type 1 tools are
intended for lighter duties such as walking, glacier crossings, and
lightweight touring. The Type 2 tools have a stronger construction,
and are aimed at technical mountaineering and the strains it puts
on your equipment.

Torque test of pick
Hammer version
Fatigue torque
test of pick

Strength of head/shaft interface
in use direction
features

To reflect the intended uses of the axes, the requirements in the
standard vary between the two types, with the Type 1 axes having
lower strength requirements than Type 2.

> Glove friendly, Hot Forged ergonomic handle with full
strength upper and lower rests and supreme stability
> T Rated Integrity Construction

We have built all our range to the higher Type 2 standard because
every axe – Mountaineering or Climbing – will need to be used for
cutting steps or creating a belay at some point in time and when
that happens having a tool strong enough and burly enough for
the job is important.

3-point bend test on the shaft

> Full strength clip-in point accessible from either rest

Switch

> High clearance shaft
> Inboard eyelet allows threading of cord for use with
freedom leashes

Setting new standards for technical climbing in any
terrain – ice, mixed or alpine.

As with all DMM equipment, the EN standards are a performance
baseline on which to improve. There is no point having an axe that
passes the lab test but doesn’t perform in the real world. It is
for this reason that DMM extensively field tests prototypes and
gathers feedback from climbers to ensure that what we produce
really works.

> Pick weights for bullet hard ice and customised balance

A true, leashless all-rounder! If swinging around on a marginal
pick placement with both hands matched, gunning for the
next sketchy hook is your thing, then look no further, likewise,
if quick enchainements in the Alps or psychedelically featured
Continental ice float your boat then this is the tool for you.
The Switch is DMM’s new ‘state of the art’ full strength leashless
tool that takes all of our design heritage and manufacturing
knowledge and brings them together as a modern classic.

Attachment points on
the shaft and spike for
leashes and clip-in

Ice Axe Standards

> Supplied with grip tape for handle/shaft customisation
> Supplied with T Rated Ice picks as standard

Options
>

Mixed and Ice specific picks available separately. 		
Compact Hammer, Compact Adze, Mountain Adze (Large)

Ice Axe Range

Ergonomic Handle
Hot forging and CNC
shaping are vital in
creating such a tailored
and complex shape
out of quality alloy

Forged and CNC’d in our factory in North Wales, anodised for
corrosion resistance, then coated in a carefully selected material
offering a great combination of durability, abrasion resistance,
great insulation and most of all, incredible grip in all conditions.
Attention to detail combined with rigorous testing and feedback
has lead us to be confident that you won’t lose your grip, in any
conditions.

Our special compound of
rubber has been vigorously
tested and we’re confident it
will perform in all conditions

Every contour of
the handle offers
subtle benefits
to the grip

Subtle curves along
the profile have been
engineered to provide the
most universally ergonomic
grip possible,
no matter the
hand size

Cirque

Raptor

Fly

Apex

Double riveted
and glued joints
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Caught in the Headlights

Nick Bullock at the second small roof/overlap
faced with the run-out above on the crux fifth pitch.

Nick Bullock found climbing relatively late in life and since then it seems as if he has continually been
making-up for lost time. Driven and totally committed to climbing, the story of Nick’s transition from
prison officer to full-time climber is told in his book, Echoes - One Climber’s Hard Road to Freedom,
shortlisted for the 2013 Boardman Tasker Prize.

Photograph Guy Robertson

Nick Bullock climbing Centurion (VIII,8)
on Ben Nevis. “It was a spur of the moment
decision but the snow storm brought it in.”
Photograph Keith Ball

He is never happier than mixing it up in Scotland with the outcome uncertain. Here he describes his
and Guy Robertson’s first ascent of Nevermore (X,10) on Lochnagar. On Scottishwinter.com Simon
Richardson, said: “Not only is it [Nevermore] technically difficult, bold and committing, but it opens
the door to the chilling prospect of on-sight Scottish winter grade X.”
Caught in my van headlights, balancing on the crest of a snowdrift at
the side of the road, the hare was still. “Don’t do it.”
The breeze ruffled white fur and the van lights illuminated red shining
eyes. The timing was perfect. Perfect that is for ending it all. Long
limbs cranked. Ears like a victory sign waved. Bump. A loud thud
resonated through the floor of my van.
One less life...
I continued to drive the Lecht road through the snowy Scottish
moorlands but felt sad. The moon grabbed angular man-made shapes
– signs, gates, fences, white and orange snow-wands – lengthy moonshadows pointed the way. Who decides when that’s it, time to die,
game over? It certainly shouldn’t be someone in a red van!
The dark had beaten us, that’s what we told ourselves, but the
climbing had beaten us. Guy Robertson had set off on the fifth pitch,
attempting to pull the overhang but he couldn’t commit – no gear,
no positive hooks, diminishing light, freezing cold – he passed the
lead to me and with a really bad feeling I set off. The pitch demanded
total commitment, but the limited time induced mild panic – I was
rushing, throwing myself at moves and then the voice screamed and it
screamed, “back-off”.
Earlier that morning, Pete Benson, Guy Robertson and I walked in to
Lochnagar. I couldn’t believe I had been drawn into their obsession,
this was the fourth or maybe the fifth time they had walked in to
try this climb, but a part of me was intrigued. How difficult was it?
The climb in question was an E2 on the Tough/Brown Face called
Nevermore.
“This will be one of the best and most difficult routes climbed in a
Scottish winter.” Robbo spat the words; the spiky Scottish vernacular
chafed the soft of my inner ear. I wondered if his throat was Teflon
coated.
Pete Benson swung about above us. Knee-bars, tremors, sweat and
desperation, he battled, but after time faltered at the roof on pitch two
of this five pitch route. “TAKE”. Very little training and climbing since
fatherhood had taken the edge, but he said he was happy.
“You better get up there Bullhorn; the on-sight is yours.
The coldest day in March for twenty-five years the radio told me as I
drove across the moors later that night. The van heater pumped warm
and I was still numb – numb from the cold – numb from having abseiled
from the climb without finishing that final fifth pitch, numb from killing
the hare, numb from failing.
Monday, 8th April, 2013.
Guy Robertson and I returned to Lochnagar. The cliffs and slopes were
buried in snow and I thought of avalanches. A pair of ravens croaked
and dive bombed a peregrine – the peregrine screamed in reply. The
wind threw snow into our faces and numbed fingers. “This is crazy, it’s
bloody April.”
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Guy led the first pitch and I climbed the second once again. This pitch
is the closest in traditional winter climbing I think I have ever come to
making moves that are as strenuous as a bolted M grade climb, we both
thought this pitch on its own would merit IX/10.
After the short traverse pitch, I led the relatively easy overhanging groove
of pitch four. My work was done; I zipped the belay jacket and leaned
back. Unfortunately things often don’t turn out how you expect, or maybe
they do, as I don’t really expect the expected to happen anymore?
Robertson Stein pulled from beneath the roof – hooked a small tuft
of moss – placed a pick higher into a flaring crack – found another
poor layback – and with wobbling axes, pulled. There were no positive
footholds above the roof – just smears. Gear was beneath the roof and
there was no sign of anything to come.
A move higher, and then another move – one higher than on the
previous attempt when we were shut down – cruddy snow had to be
cleaned while hanging and braced from picks into millimetres of thin
ice – shaking tension. Robertson balanced – balanced for a second – and
then in another second he exploded as if someone had turned on the
electric. A loop on one of the tethers securing his axe tore and if I had
been looking, which I wasn’t as I had dived for cover, I would have seen
an axe arcing through the air to hit the deep snow a long way below.
Guy looked harrowed.

Nick Bullock snatching an ascent of the all-time classic
The Shield Direct (VII,7), Cairn Dearg, Ben Nevis.
Photograph Guy Robertson

Nick Bullock on the third ascent
of Extasy (VIII,8), Craig Meagaidh.
Photograph Jon Walsh

“OK, that’s my on-sight gone, your turn Bullhorn…”
I wanted to say that I didn’t mind his on-sight leaving him; I wanted to
say I’ve done my leading, get on with it. I wanted to say, I’m going rock
climbing and I don’t want to break my legs, but instead I heard myself
saying: “OK, give me the gear, let’s have this bastard.”
I had decided it wasn’t going to happen again, we were not going to
retreat, not this time. It wasn’t the four hours of remaining daylight that
gave me confidence; it was the determination I felt flooding through my
bones. Backing off this route didn’t suit me.
Reaching the same sheen of thin ice that Guy had exploded from, I
hooked a dribble, and then another. Re-adjusting my body position – I
was terrified the slightest outward pull would result in a helicopter ride.
Inching – beneath a second overlap – inching, hunting for gear – the
snow, the rock, the spindrift, the white hills surrounding, spoke to me,
“Why are you here, what do you get from this?” But the answer was
with me, it had been with me for a long time – intensity, challenge,
personal boundaries – pushing made that other stuff good, I knew I was
a better person for experiencing this?
The climbing difficulties above the second overlap increased. There was
no more gear until the pitch and the angle eased. I took a long time as
the technicalities were brain-ache inducing. My stomach churned – the
prospect of falling slowed me – terror was the tang of tongue on battery
terminals. But life moves on and if we don’t move with it, what then – the
battery fades, the light dims and all we have is darkness.
Nevermore (X,10) Lochnagar, FWA, Bullock/Robertson 8/4/13.
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Tips from the Top

Harness Fitting Guide

When we asked a few of our sponsored climbers if they had any sage words of wisdom to share, we got a mixture of practical tips and mindful advice
on improving as a climber.
Pete Robins (UK)
Know your first ascentionist.
It might give you a bit more
ammo to tackle a route than the
usual guidebook waffle. We’re
creatures of habit. Joe Brown
enjoyed jamming, Steve McClure
likes terrible crimps, Dave Birkett
is six-foot and fit as… you get the
picture.

George Smith (UK)
If you are next to a spike and
in difficulty, consider simply
putting the rope over it. It’s
quicker than sorting out a sling.

Jude Spancken (DE)
Focus on fluidity, movement,
balance and technique when
climbing before strength
training. Only if technique and
feeling for movement are there
will strength training make you
climb harder.

Ricky Bell (UK)
Train strength throughout the
year but don’t go mad as if
you’re in a Rocky montage.
Just do a little but be consistent.
Be clever and listen to your body.

Grzegorz Mroz (PL)
For hard routes put some chalk
on your forearm as on the crux
it’ll be easier to reach than
dipping your hand into your
chalk bag.

Tabea Schwab (CH)
Tape fingertips to work a boulder
problem that has skin-eating
holds and take it off when you’re
ready to send it.

1. Get down to your
climbing layers!
Remove big and bulky coats
(unless it’s for winter use).
Make sure your pockets are
empty: keys, phones and wallets
do not a comfy harness make.

3.

If that’s all OK stash the tail in
the retainers.
There should be at least 10cm
of tail.

5.

Mike ‘Twid’ Turner (UK)
Carry your chalk bag on prusik
loop cord in case of emergency.

Jack Geldard (UK)
To climb at my best and improve,
I have to let go of my goals and
learn to focus on the process of
getting there. Think of it as you
don’t want to have climbed E2,
you want to become an E2 climber.
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Stash the Retainers

Check Harness

Waist Belt

Tighten the waist belt above
your hips so that you can fit no
more than 3 fingers behind the
waist belt. Leave the legs alone
for now.

4.

Leg Loops

Pull up the leg loops to the top
of your legs and tighten the leg
loops until it is just possible to
slide 4 fingers between your leg
and the leg loop.

6.

Fine Tuning

Check that the harness does not
restrict movement.

Using the floating waist belt,
ensure that belay loop is
central, and the gear loops are
evenly located just forward of the
hip bones. The belay loop should
not be pulling down on the waist
belt. Tension the rear elastic
straps so they hold the leg loops
in position.

7.

8.

Alex Luger (DE)
If you want to be a better climber,
then climb a lot and then some
more! If you’ve redpointed a
route the next step isn’t to go and
project a harder one, as you’re not
necessarily improving or getting
stronger, but have simply learnt
the moves.

Agata Wisniewska (PL)
Adjust the length of quickdraws
on a sport route to minimise the
rope drag and make the clipping
easier. When working a hard
route I notice that it’s often the
small and subtle changes, like
body positioning, that make a
move and the route easier.

2.

Check Points

Can you fit no more than 3
fingers behind the waist belt?
Can you fit no more than 4
fingers behind the leg loops?
Is there sufficient tail on the
straps and is it tucked into the
retainers?
Make sure the Belay loop is not
pulling down.
Are the gear loops accessible?

Comfort

Try free hanging on the rope, it
should not be a fight to remain
upright at around a 30-40 degree
angle. You will feel pressure from
the waist belt and leg loops, but
you should not feel and pressure
points or ‘cutting-in’.

You can also try hanging in the
harness with your feet on the
floor for 3-5 minutes.
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The new lightweight range of DMM harnesses was born from the
requirements of the new wave of climbers focusing more on climbing
comfort, ease of movement, breathability and flexibility rather than the
traditional long term comfort on hanging stances that the rest of the DMM
range caters for. Carefully chosen materials and a modern design keep
weight to a minimum, functionality at the maximum, and the pricing keen.

Mythril - Mens Adjustable

All of the harnesses are what we at DMM would consider highly featuredeffective racking for sport and trad climbing, the option to attach ice
screw racking for winter, high quality materials, and exceptional levels of
workmanship.
If you aren’t planning on big walling or extending hanging belay sessions, and
choose to focus on the moves, this range could be for you.

Maveric- Mens Fixed

		

Maverick 2 New for Spring 2015

We were probably ahead of the curve with our original Maverick, a
harness designed for sport climbing. Gone are the days when a fixed
leg harness was for the elite few. Many climbers across all levels now
appreciate the simplicity and comfort of a fixed leg harness. With carefully
calculated increments across four sizes, the Maverick 2 is the perfect
companion for hard moves, a ‘feel like it’s not there’ sensation without the
‘cheese wire’ feeling that spoils your day. Our lightest padded harness is
perfect down at the wall, on a project, or when every gram counts.

Womens 		
Adjustable

Womens Fixed

Vertesse New for Spring 2015
The Vertesse is the perfect companion for hard
moves, a ‘feel like it’s not there’ sensation, but
without the ‘cheese wire’ feeling that spoils your
day. Our lightest padded harness is perfect down
at the wall, on a project, or when every gram
counts. Carefully designed for the female form, the
Vertesse is the perfect partner for your climbing
adventures if lightweight performance is your
number one priority.

features
> Women’s specific sizing
> Lightweight, fixed leg padded harness
designed for gym, sport, and weight 		
conscious trad

features
> Lightweight, fixed leg padded harness designed for gym, sport,
and weight conscious trad

> Four shaped gear loops and rear essential
loops for belay device and bail kit

> Four shaped gear loops and rear essential loops for belay device
and bail kit

> Winter racking capability

> Winter racking capability

> Four sizes: XS, S, M, L

> Four sizes: S, M, L, XL

Harnesses
Mythril - Mens Adjustable

Maveric- Mens Fixed

Womens Adjustable

Womens Fixed

Mithril New for Spring 2015

Venture New for Spring 2015

The Mithril is the perfect lightweight all-rounder.
Sharing the same lightweight construction as the
Maverick 2, but the addition of adjustable legs
opens up the possibilities to use this harness all year
round. In the depths of winter it will be seen at the
wall and on the plastered winter crags and cascades
when the temperature plummets. When spring
arrives and summer follows, the Mithril will deal
effectively with trad and sport, single and multipitch, and do it exceptionally well. A true lightweight
all season harness.

A true multi-tasker. No matter where you are, be
that pushing out laps at the wall, committing
to the run out on that dream route, or dealing
with that winter nemesis, this harness is an ideal
companion for all seasons. The Venture features a
lightweight and comfortable construction, tailored
to a women’s specific fit to ensure that you can
concentrate on the moves.

features
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features

> Women’s specific sizing

> Lightweight, fully adjustable harness for all
climbing activities in all seasons

> Lightweight, fully adjustable harness for all
climbing activities in all seasons

> 4 shaped gear loops and rear essential loops
for belay device and bail kit

> Four shaped gear loops and rear essential
loops for belay device and bail kit

> Winter racking capability

> Winter racking capability

> Three sizes: S, M, L

> Four sizes: XS, S, M, L
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Zenith

Vector

The Zenith is a small but highly featured climbing
sack designed to be carried on long multi-pitch
routes. The neat profile allows trouble-free access to
your harness gear loops and chalk bag; it also won’t
snag on those lengthy descents. The zip panel and
bucket style opening limits spillage and allows easy
loading and unloading, even on hanging belays. It
has internal and external pockets, a hydration sleeve,
double gear loops and daisy chains, plus helmet and
rope attachment tabs – in fact everything you could
possibly need for a big climb.

The Vector is an exciting new trad climbing sack
with some superb design features. The neat top
opening gives fast access to your kit, while the
internal stiffeners allow the sack to keep its shape
and be free standing as you pack or unpack your
kit for the day. No more fumbling, just quick, easy
loading and unloading – which means less faffing
and more time spent climbing!

features
features

> Neat top opening gives very fast access to
your kit

> Low profile base allows easy access to 		
harness racking and chalk bag

> Bright inside fabric reflects light in, making
it easier to find items

> Additional gear loops and daisy chains on
the side panels

> Internal and external pockets for guidebook
and valuables

> External and internal valuables pockets with
zip openings

> External compression straps for stability
and extra comfort
> 45 litre capacity

> Hydration bladder compatible (not included)
> 18 litre capacity

Available in

Available in

> Red and Grey

> Green, Red and Grey

Bags
Flight

Void

The Flight is a highly featured sport climbing crag
sack, combining rope bag and rucksack. It is sized to
cope with everything you could possibly need for a
day at the crag, and that includes a Euro style 80m
rope. It also matches the maximum carry on hand
luggage size for most airlines and has stash-able
features to reduce snagging during transit. The
internal racking, tarp and pockets allow you to keep
all your kit neatly organised and easily accessed.

The Void is the perfect climber’s duffle bag. It has a tough but
lightweight design, with a series of well thought out features. The
padded zip top panel gives easy access and a comfortable carry.
There is a choice of rucksack shoulder straps or grab handles – take
your pick, depending on the situation. Inside there are several
useful features which help to keep your kit well organised, including
large and small valuables pockets, high visibility material and
compression straps. It comes in three colour coded size options
(45l, 75l and 100l) – whichever you choose, a Void bag is the perfect
way to carry your kit on an expedition or holiday.

features
> Maximum ‘carry on’ hand luggage on most
airlines
> Suitcase style opening for quick and easy
access
> Quickdraw rack, rope tarp and pockets to
keep your kit well organised
> Grab handles for a quick and easy carry
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features
> Moulded lid panel gives a comfortable carry and easy
access via zip opening
> Two internal pockets - small internal zip pocket for valuables
and large A4 sized pocket
> Stash-able grab handles double as a compress for the bag
contents

> 45 litre capacity

> Colour coded size options: Green 45 litre, Red 75 litre and
Grey 100 litre

Available in

Available in

> Green, Red and Grey

> Green, Red and Grey
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At the start of June, Alex Megos made the first free ascent of the Fly
(8c) on the Staldeflue in the Lauterbrunnen valley, as part of a team
that included Roger Schäli, David Hefti and Frank Kretschmann.
Schäli was one of the group of original climbers responsible for
establishing the twenty-pitch Fly , bolting it ground-up between
2006 and 2009, often off poor sky-hooks.
Megos didn’t let his lack of - if any - multi-pitch climbing experience,
hold him back from quickly dispatching the crux pitches P17 (8b),
P19 (8c) and P20 (8b+), that come right near the end of the 550
metre route. He said: “Doing such a multi-pitch route was a unique
experience. Especially staying on the wall for multiple days was
something totally new for me but definitely one of my coolest
experiences. I expected it to be harder to climb difficult sections
with 500m air underneath you, but while climbing it didn’t make any
difference. Even scary run-outs were fine. I was just 100% focused
on the climb.”
In all, four days were spent on the route with three nights on
portaledges. The spectacular cliff is popular with base jumpers,
hence the route name, and only a ten or fifteen minute walk-in.

Photograph Frank Kretschmann

Freeing the Fly
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Fred Hall
Photograph Ray wood

I think of myself as an engineer who was a climber first. I moved to
Wales from southern England so I didn’t have to keep travelling up here to
go climbing at weekends. A group of four of us were all working for Clog
climbing gear in the late seventies and early eighties when it was sold to
an industrial customer of theirs and we thought it’d be more interesting,
although harder work, to set up on our own. That’s how DMM came about,
with three of us still here and still drinking beer together.
The climbing equipment market nowadays is far more competitive.
The pace of product development has also increased along with the designs
becoming more complicated. Drawing in 3D on computers, 3D printers
and CNC cutting machines have speeded up the ability to make samples.
But you still need the great ideas and to understand climbing. If you don’t
understand climbing then I don’t believe you can make a great piece
of climbing equipment. Technology has been borrowed and adapted to
climbing but all of the real breakthroughs have come from within climbing.
As companies get bigger they tend to grow their product ranges. Many
of them started focused on a small group of products but I don’t think the
‘one product’ company can survive anymore. You have to offer a range
to people otherwise you’re just not interesting enough. Thirty-odd years
ago they were a lot of climbing companies offering climbing hardware in
the UK but basically there is just us left - gone are brands like HB, Moac
and Mountain Technology. We also manufacture height safety equipment
for industry and arborism. Sometimes we’re asked to make bespoke
products. This has varied from parts for Formula 1 racing cars to equestrian
equipment.
I have a reputation for being very busy and not answering all my emails.
This is totally justified. Work has become faster and harder as we’ve grown
as a company. It’s become far easier for people to get in touch with one
another and they all expect a reply. I’m afraid that isn’t going to happen
with me; I don’t want to appear rude but I simply don’t have the time.
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Fred Hall is DMM’s Technical
Director and one of its founders.
He has been there from the
beginning, combining his passion
for engineering and climbing,
in developing many of the
products that have established
the company’s reputation for
innovation and high quality.
He is also involved with CEN
(European Committee for
Standardization) and the UIAA
in discussing and setting safety
standards for mountaineering
equipment.
There are three great inventions in climbing equipment and I think
it’s a list a lot of people would put forward: the nylon rope, camming
devices and sticky rubber. These things let climbers go to places they
only dreamt of before. However, and this may sound slightly boring, but the
legal requirements of the PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) Directive
and CE (Conformité Européene) marking have also had a huge impact on
improving climbing equipment. It’s meant nearly all climbing equipment
sold in Europe has to meet certain safety criteria and it requires companies
have to have ISO quality systems in place. We embraced it very early on,
even before it was a requirement, because we could see it was going to
make us a better company.
The equipment I’ve been most pleased with developing is often quite
simple in design but well executed. The Mamba quickdraw is a good
example of this with its captive carabiners so they couldn’t be loaded
incorrectly, great ergonomics and high gate-open strength. It was the
starting point for our top of the range Alpha Clip sport climbing carabiner.
My design philosophy is based on a passion for doing a good job.
Hardware isn’t just bits of metal to me and everyone at DMM takes a lot
of pride in what they do and about the fact that it’s made here in Wales.
We want people to enjoy using our products. People often overlook that
designing a product is only half the battle and the challenge is often as
much about how to make them and creating the tooling. It’s expensive
making new products and you have to have a great deal of faith that you
are going to get a return on them.
Where’s the next big development in climbing equipment going to come
from is the 64 thousand dollar question. We’d all love ropes that didn’t
cut, hardware that didn’t weigh anything and rock shoes that we could wear
all day but happily use to stand on a millimetre edge. A committee made up
of people from design, sales and climbers usually drives the specification
for a product at DMM. It’s then up to the design/engineering side to polish
the ideas and come up with a product that we can manufacture at a price
of value to the customer. You pay for what you get is something that
applies to most things in life.

Awards & Standards
CE MARKING & PRODUCT CONFORMANCE
The CE marking process is known as ‘Type Examination’ and is an important
supplement to our Quality Management System. In line with the requirements
of European Union Personal Protective Equipment [PPE] Directive 89/686/
EEC, all products designed and manufactured by DMM which are classified as
PPE are independently Type Examined and tested to the relevant European
Standard for Mountaineering & Industrial Fall Arrest. Only after meeting the
requirements of the PPE Directive and the relevant European Standard are we
allowed to mark 0120CE [the “CE” mark] on our products, type examination
and CE marking is a legal requirement in Europe for all height safety PPE
whether for industrial or leisure use.
BS EN ISO 9001:2008 compliance and CE marking/ product conformance are
monitored by CEN [Committee for European Normalization. Notified Body
No. 0120 [SGS UK Ltd., Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset, UK]. It is also a legal
requirement that we maintain our Quality Management System as part of the
PPE Directive ‘CE’ marking process.
In addition, many DMM products also conform to other non-European
standards (for example ANSI and CAN/CSA for North American conformance).
More information about these products can be found on our web site or by
enquiring directly to our Sales Team.

BS EN ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System
The Quality Management System maintained by DMM is registered to BS
EN ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System Requirements. The main
aim of this system is reflected in our Mission Statement:
“Together each one of us will make a better, safer product for our
customers”
Our system has evolved and continues to evolve as a result of nearly 30
years of development, investment and improvement to all of our activities.
‘Quality’ both actual and perceived is our number one objective, reflecting
the fact that each and every day thousands of people around the world rely
on DMM products to save their lives. Our system is audited and supervised
by SGS (UK) Ltd & other independent third party auditors (e.g. customers
& potential customers, trading standards and other regulatory bodies) at
regular intervals to ensure continuing compliance to the requirements
of BS EN ISO9001:2008, and as part of our commitment to continuous
improvement.

INVESTOR IN PEOPLE

The UIAA stands for the Union of International Alpinists Associations and it
is a body which promotes the safety and interests of all parties involved in
mountaineering and related activities worldwide. The UIAA publish standards
for mountaineering equipment which supplement the requirements of the
corresponding European Standards mentioned above.

DMM were the first manufacturing company in Wales to be registered
to the Investor in People [IIP] standard [July 1992] & in November 2012
achieved recognition to the latest version of this important standard. This
standard is people orientated & its main objectives are: [a] to develop
strategies to improve the performance of the organisation through its
people; [b] to ensure that the organisation takes action in order to improve
its performance through its people; and [c] to evaluate the impact of this
investment in people on the performance of the organisation. IIP is more
than just a training system. The IIP system is a key mechanism that helps us
to target areas for improvement in all aspects of the business.

A list of DMM UIAA certified products can be found on their website: www.uiaa.
ch in the link “Safety labels”.

For more information on any of these areas, please visit our website at:
www.dmmwales.com

UIAA Conformance “UIAA Safety Labels”.

3-sigma testing
This is our system for setting and monitoring the strength ratings as marked
on our products, in line with the minimum requirements of the relevant
European and other Standards, the ‘3 Sigma Testing’ method. DMM were
the first company in our industry to use this Statistical Quality Control [SQC]
technique. Using test data derived from samples tested to destruction at the
design stage we can set the strength rating of the product. We then have
a system of ongoing batch testing which monitors and ensures that the 3
Sigma Rated Strength is maintained and actually exceeded.
Part of our philosophy at DMM is to continue to improve the breaking
strength of our products in excess
of the standards which may be required. We do this to lessen the chance
of failure in situations and conditions which might not be reflected in the
standard but which we know as climbers ourselves can
cause product failure.

Guarantee
DMM guarantees their products for three years against any defects in
materials or manufacture. The guarantee does not cover this product for
normal wear through usage,incorrect storage,poor maintenance,accidental
damage, negligence, any modifications or alterations,corrosion,or for any
usage for which this product was not designed.

DISCLAIMER
Climbing is potentially a very dangerous activity. Equipment aside,
judgement, common sense and experience are vital ingredients to keeping
you safe. Any person reading this brochure is responsible for getting the
proper instruction in the techniques and equipment necessary for climbing
and assumes all responsibility for injuries incurred by yourself or those
injuries you inflict on others. DMM International make no attempt to offer
instruction of any kind, nor should you assume that information you read
here is an adequate substitute for instruction or experience. No claim is
made about the suitability of this information for any purpose, either stated
or implied. By reading this information, you accept full responsibility for its
use, and any consequences of that use.
DMM makes every effort to ensure the information in this brochure is
correct and up to date. However we reserve the right to change product
specification when or if deemed necessary. DMM International cannot be
held responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions. If in doubt please ask!

Connect with DMM

www.dmmwales.com
twitter.com/dmmclimbing
facebook.com/dmmclimbing

Front cover image;

Pete Robins, Diamond Dogs (8c+), The Diamond, Little Orme, North Wales.
Photograph Ray wood
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Wales
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LL55 4EL

General enquiries: +44 [0]1286 872 222
Fax: +44 [0]1286 872 090
Email: post@dmmwales.com
www.dmmwales.com
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